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hello + welcome to my
Wholesale Catalogue

Jordan Blankenship Ceramics
web: jordanbceramics.com

contact: jordan.e.blankenship@gmail.com
instagram: @jordanbceramics

CATALOG TITLE

Home Decor and Dinnerware
My name is Jordan,
everything in my shop is 100% handmade by me. I started
working with clay 6 years ago and instantly fell in love. I
design functional ceramics that are intended to bring joy
into the home, allowing the pots to give meaning to the
way we eat, live, and connect...

Minimum Orders
I do wholesale prices with a minimum of a $400
order, the buyer is responsible for shipping which will
be quoted after I evaluate the size of the order.
Orders typically take 2-3 weeks, not including shipping times.

ADDRESS

Home studio Naples, Florida
and Bristol, Rhode Island
Working In Massachuettes
Star Store
715 Purchase St,
New Bedford, MA 02740
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PRODUCTS

CANDLE SERIES
Candle Pillar Holder

Candle Taper Holder

Wide Candle Holder

Black Matter Candle Taper

Wheel thrown, each holder is sized to fit a
standard pilar candle.
Suggesteed Retail: $30.00

These pretty taper candle holders add to
your home’s cozy decor. Made with a speckle
clay and glazed in a white glaze. These come
in varied heights, 3”,3.5”,and 4”

Made for normal candle tapers, with the taller
holder it’s recommended you put flour or rice
to fill the bottom and raise the candle. These
come in varied heights, 3”,3.5”,and 4”

These pretty taper candle holders add to
your home’s cozy decor. Made with a stoneware clay and glazed in a black matte glaze.
These come in varied heights, 3”,3.5”,and 4”

Wholsale Cost: $15.00

Suggesteed Retail: $22.00

Suggesteed Retail: $24.00

Suggesteed Retail: $22.00

Wholsale Cost: $11.00

Wholsale Cost: $12.00

Wholsale Cost: $11.00
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Handmade match strikers
were wheel thrown and
then glazed to allow
the natural clay to be
exposed, this ideal area to
strike a match on. These
strikers hold approximately 100 matches and
must be used with Strike
Anywhere matches.

Suggested Retail:
$24.00
Wholesale Cost:
$12.00

CERAMIC MATCH STICK STRIKER

MINIMALIST CERAMIC COVERED JAR

CERAMIC RING BUDVASE
Wheel thrown ceramic jar
with a fitted lid perfect for
housing dried tea leaves
or jewerly. Designed for
serving your daily rituals.

Handmade ceramic ring
vase. Wheel thrown as a
hollow form and pierced
hole at the top for small
stem flowers and leafs.

Suggested Retail:
$32.00

Suggested Retail:
$30.00

Wholesale Cost:
$16.00

Wholesale Cost:
$15.00
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Handmade Dinner Bowls and Plates
Handmade ceramic with glass test

Each piece is hand thrown on my

tube. Each piece is hand thrown on

potter’s wheel, I try my best to make

my potter’s wheel, I try my best to

each piece as close to the other as

make each piece as close to the oth-

I can, however, slight variations in

er as I can, however, slight variations

size, shape, and surface should be

in size, shape, and surface should be

expected and embraced.

expected and embraced. Price is

Suggested Retail :
$25.00

Suggested Retail:
$45.00

Wholesale Cost:
$12.50

Wholesale Cost:
$22.50
MEDIUM MUG

LARGE MUG
Each piece is hand thrown on my

Each piece is hand thrown on my

potter’s wheel, I try my best to make

potter’s wheel, I try my best to make

each piece as close to the other as

each piece as close to the other as

I can, however, slight variations in

I can, however, slight variations in

size, shape, and surface should be

size, shape, and surface should be

expected and embraced.

expected and embraced.

Suggested Retail:
$29.00

Suggested Retail:
$30.00

Wholesale Cost:
$14.50

Wholesale Cost:
$15.00

CONDIMENT JAR

CERAMIC BELLS
Whether it is for salt, sugar, spices,

Ceramic Bell with twine rope, each

or jams this popular serving jar

piece was handmade. This bell is

is what you need in your kitchen.

glazed in a lovely classical white

Wooden spoon is included. Each

with naked stoneware.

piece is hand thrown on my potter’s

3” wide x 4” tall

wheel and then altered.

Suggested Retail:
$38.00

Suggested Retail:
$20.00

Wholesale Cost:
$19.00

Wholesale Cost:
$10.00
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Custom Candle Designs for Henro Company
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PLANT PROPAGATION STATION

SMALL CERAMIC TRIPOD PLANTER

BLACK PLANTER WITH DRIP TRAY

MEDIUM CERAMIC TRIPOD PLANTER

PLANT PROPAGATION STATION

SMALL CERAMIC TRIPOD

BLACK PLANTER WITH DRIP

MEDIUM CERAMIC TRIPOD

PLANTER

TRAY

PLANTER

Handmade ceramic with glass bulb for

Speckle clay with white glaze, there is no

Glazed in my black matte glaze complete with

Speckle clay with white glaze, with drainage

propagations. Each piece is hand thrown on my

drainage hole in this planter. I’m sure this little

a tray, simply water your plant and dump the

hole in this planter. I’m sure this planter will

potter’s wheel.

succulent planter will brighten anyone’s day.

excess that collects in the tray.

brighten anyone’s day. 6.5” tall x 4”wide.

Suggested Retail: $28.00

Suggested Retail: $30.00

Suggested Retail: $45.00

Suggested Retail: $45.00

Wholesale Cost: $14.00

Wholesale Cost: $15.00

Wholesale Cost: $22.50

Wholesale Cost: $22.50
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Jordan Blankenship
Ceramic Artist & Designer

JordanBCeramics is a small-scale ceramics production studio. Jordan Blankenship is a ceramic artist from Florida who
found clay while taking a ceramics course in college. Jordan
created her line of ceramics due to her desire to bring beautiful designs to everyday objects.

The philosophy is simple: everything is 100% handmade
with an attention to quality. Jordan’s functional objects are
intended to bring joy into the home—drawing inspiration
from the simple, well-designed things of ordinary life and
finding ways to elevate our daily rituals.

“I want to celebrate the beauty of simplicity where objects
can be appreciated when made thoughtfully and honestly….” -Jordan Blankenship
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